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Study of the unbound nucleus11N by elastic resonance scattering
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Resonances in the unbound nucleus11N have been studied, using the resonance scattering reaction
10C1p. The data give evidence for three states above the10C1p threshold with energies 1.30, 2.04, and 3.72
MeV. These states can be interpreted, in a potential-model analysis, as the ground state and the first two excited
states with spin-parity 1/21, 1/22, and 5/21 arising from the shell-model orbitals 1s1/2, 0p1/2, and 0d5/2. A
narrow state superposed on a broad structure found at higher energy could be interpreted as the mirror state of
the 3/22 in 11Be shifted down in energy. This shift would suggest a large radius of the potential.
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Spectroscopic information regarding nuclei on theA511
isobaric chain is, on the neutron-rich side, available for t
two exotic nuclides11Be and11Li. These are examples of the
novel structural feature, the neutron halo~see for example
@1–3# and references therein!, which has attracted consider
able interest to nuclei in the drip-line regions. On the proto
rich side, it is known that the nucleus7

11N4 is unbound and
the aim of this work is to identify the ground state and e
cited states in this system. An interesting question in th
context is whether11N shows the same parity inversion tha
is observed in11Be, in which the ground state is an 1s1/2
intruder state and the only bound excited state at 320 keV
a 0p1/2 state. Both these states have large single parti
spectroscopic factors~SF! to 11Be~g.s.! @4#.

Until recently, the only experimental data available fo
11N had been obtained by Benensonet al. @5# in a study of
540556-2813/96/54~4!/1511~4!/$10.00
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the reaction14N(3He,6He!. They observed a resonance state
at 2.24 MeV above the10C1p threshold with a width of
0.74 MeV. The data gave evidence for a state in11N that,
through indirect arguments, was interpreted to be the 1/22

first excited state and not the 1/21 ground state. Guimara˜es
et al. @6# have recently investigated the14N(3He,6He! re-
action and claim that the state observed in@5# is in reality
composed of two states. New data have also been obtain
@7# from studies of fragmentation of12N that indicated the
existence of a low-lying state in11N at an energy of 1.2 MeV
above the10C1p threshold.

The main problem in all spectroscopic investigations o
nuclei far from stability in general is the necessity of using
very complicated reactions in order to reach the exotic nu
clei. This is the main reason why many contradictory result
have been obtained. Furthermore it is difficult to get quan
R1511 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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tum characteristics of the levels, important for any compa
son with theories of nuclear structure.

Therefore, a more direct method of studying the res
nances in11N was selected, namely the resonance scatter
reaction 10C1p in inverse geometry. We found that thi
simple reaction provides the opportunity to give indisputab
spin-parity determinations, energies, and widths of the lo
est three states in11N.

The experiment was carried out at the heavy-ion accele
tor GANIL in Caen, France. A primary beam of12C, with an
energy and intensity of 75 MeV/u and 1012 pps, respectively,
was directed onto a 1.5 g/cm2 thick Be target. From the
fragmentation products a secondary beam of10C, with ki-
netic energy of 110 MeV~energy spreadDE51.5 MeV!,
was extracted using the LISE3 spectrometer@8#. The beam
intensity ~after a 220mm thick Be degrader! was about
73103 pps and the admixtures of protons anda particles in
the beam were found to be less than 1028 of the 10C inten-
sity. The10C nuclei passed through a parallel plate avalanc
counter~PPAC! that, together with the radio frequency from
the cyclotron~RF!, gave the time of flight for each particle
Then the10C beam entered the scattering chamber~Fig. 1!
filled with CH4. The gas served as a target and the scatte
protons from the reaction10C1p were detected in an array
of silicon detectors. The gas pressure was tuned in orde
stop the10C beam completely just in front of the detector
The basic ideas of the thick-target method used, as well as
application to radioactive beams can be found in@9# and
@10#. A Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment was pe
formed, showing that the full width at half maximum wa
better than 50 keV above 1.5 MeV~c.m.!. As a calibration
and test of the set up, a12C1p run was performed with
similar conditions as for the10C beam. Figure 2 shows the
resulting recoil proton energy spectrum measured at 0° in
vicinity of 3.55 MeV excitation energy in13N. Two partly
overlapping levels in13N at 3.50 MeV~62 keV width! and
3.55 MeV ~47 keV width! are known in this energy region
@11#; the latter being dominant. The precision in energy w

FIG. 1. The experimental arrangement used in the resona
scattering experiment. The beam of10C, separated in the LISE3
spectrometer, enters the scattering chamber via an 80 mg/c2

kapton window. The target gas is CH4 with a pressure chosen
to stop the carbon ions in front of the central detector. The scatte
protons were detected in an array of Si detectors placed at v
ous angles. The thicknesses of the detectors were between
2.5 mm, which allowed measurements of scattered protons up
15–20 MeV. The gas pressure was measured both with a man
eter and indirectly with ana-particle source placed 4 cm from a S
detector.
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obtained from a potential model fit and found to be 20 keV
This was included as a systematic experimental error in t
level energies determined for11N.

The background from the carbon in the CH4 molecules
was determined by measurements with CO2 gas in the cham-
ber. From this, we estimate that the carbon contributed le
than 10% to the total intensity and showed a constant, fe
tureless energy distribution.

Figure 3 shows the10C1p excitation function in the c.m.
obtained with the detector mounted at zero degree, cor
sponding to 180° in c.m. A detailed description of the con
version procedure from raw data to excitation function wi
be given in a forthcoming paper@12#.

FIG. 3. Part of the excitation function of10C1p elastic scatter-
ing. The intensity of the10C beam was 73103 pps and the mea-
suring time 16 hours. The full drawn curve shows a potential mod
fit to the data in the low energy region and the dashed curve is
result of a fit with a coherent sum of Breit-Wigner resonances. T
increase of intensity below 1 MeV is a combined effect of Coulom
scattering~fit!, 10C ions not completely stopped in the CH4 gas, and
background from the decay of10C.
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FIG. 2. Part of the excitation function of12C1p elastic scatter-
ing. The full drawn curve is a potential model fit. The intensity o
the 12C beam was 104 pps and the measuring time six hours. A
0.001% admixture ofa particles and 1025% of deuterons were
observed in the beam but with energies above the region shown
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The three lowest states in11Be are predominantly of
single-particle nature with SF’s known to be greater than 0
@4#. The analysis is based on the assumption that this is a
valid for the 11N case, allowing us to use a potential-we
model to generate the resonances observed in10C1p elastic
scattering. A central Woods-Saxon potential together with
spin-orbit term, using conventional values of the radius a
diffuseness parameters, was utilized. To get the best fit to
data, the depth for eachl value was varied. The geometrica
parameters of the fit arer 051.2 fm anda50.53 fm. The
spin-orbit potential isVs.o.55.5 MeV and the Coulomb po-
tential is that of a uniformly charged sphere withr 0C5r 0.
For orbital momental greater than 2 the well depth wa
chosen to be constant and equal to the value obtained
l 51. Because of the small c.m. energy we have not includ
an imaginary part of the potential.

The calculated excitation function is shown as a fu
drawn curve in Fig. 3. The result, assuming levels with t
same spin and parity as in11Be gives a very good description
of the zero-degree experimental data up to 4 MeV~c.m.!.
The positions and widths of the resonances were evalua
from the resonance behavior of the corresponding par
wave in the potential with parameters fixed by the fit of th
experimental excitation function. These are given in Table
and taken as our experimental results. This approach is b
cally similar to the one used by Fortuneet al. @13# and
Barker @14# to calculate levels in11N and also to what Baz
et al. @15# used to describea-particle scattering in the vicin-
ity of resonances. The present approach has a clear ad
tage over a conventionalR-matrix analysis since the numbe
of free parameters is much smaller. Furthermore, it allow
straightforward interpretation and a direct comparison w
the 11Be case.

At higher energies we have used a coherent sum of Br
Wigner resonances to fit the experimental excitation functi
~dashed line in Fig. 3!. In this regime the solid angle correc
tions are large and furthermore the thickness of the Si det
tor cuts the spectra at 5.3 MeV~c.m.!. The energies and
widths of the resonances are given in Table I. The results
the region above 4 MeV are limited by the sensitivity in ou
data, and should be considered mainly as an indication
resonances at higher energies. Because of this uncerta
we did not consider interference effects between the low
and upper parts of the calculated curve.

The level at 3.72 MeV~which appears at 3.6 MeV in the
excitation function by interference! is a 5/21 resonance. A
possible 3/21 assignment could be rejected since it wou

TABLE I. Levels in 11N.

Level Energyb Gc.m.

Ip MeV keV SF

1/21 1.306 0.04 9902200
1100 0.76

1/22 2.046 0.04 6902100
150 0.9

5/21 3.726 0.04 600240
1100 0.73

3/22 a 4.32 70 –
3/21 a 5.1 1100 –
5/21 a 5.5 1500 –

aTentative assignment.
bRelative to the10C1p threshold.
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give a smaller cross section and 5/22 would result in a much
narrower structure. The levels at 1.3 MeV and 2.04 MeV a
assumed to have spin 1/2. A 3/22 resonance would corre-
spond to a much larger cross section and destroy the ove
agreement. Furthermore, the same parity for the two re
nances in question could be excluded because of the
served interference pattern. The 1.3 MeV resonance is a
too broad to be a 1/22 state. Therefore, the assumptions o
the spin-parity assignments incorporated in the calculat
curve in Fig. 3~below 4 MeV! give a reasonably good de-
scription of the experimental data and seem to be the o
possible choice.

In contrast to the definite conclusions at low energies, t
description of the experimental data at energies above
MeV serves only as a guide, being useful only in the conte
of a more thorough analysis. In the vicinity of 4.5 MeV
there is a structure that seems to be statistically significa
~to a 90% confidence level!. This structure attracted our at-
tention mainly because there is a known@4# very narrow~15
keV! 3/22 level in 11Be at 3.9 MeV excitation energy. Pre-
liminary data of Guimara˜eset al. @6# shows a very prominent
peak that can be interpreted as a11N level in this energy
region. According to our supposition based on th
14N(3He,6He! reaction mechanism, the level should be
3/22 state. We have assumed that this state is the mirror st
of the known state in11Be. The evaluation of the width~less
than 100 keV! and an upper limit of the cross section~200
mb/sr! is then readily done. The broad structure in the hig
energy end of the measured excitation function can be
signed as an effect of two broad overlapping levels wi
spin-parity 5/21 and 3/21. ~The known 11Be data@4# give
some basis for this assumption.! For a single state, the ob-
served cross section would definitely yield a spin great
than 5/2. Hence, the high-energy part of the measured dis
bution is tentatively described as a coherent sum of thr
resonances. The data obtained from the detectors moun
off-center~see Fig. 1! were analyzed in the same way and th
results~not shown here! were found to fully correspond to
the results obtained from the central detector.

As shown in Fig. 3, the ‘‘conventional’’ radius (r 051.2
fm! of the potential gives a good description of the exper
mental excitation function for11N. However, when applied
to the 11Be case, it results in systematic overbinding of th
states. To get a simultaneous description of the states in
two nuclei, it is necessary to decrease the relative role of t
Coulomb interaction. This was done by increasing the radi
of the nuclear and Coulomb potential tor 051.4 fm, keeping
the other geometrical parameters as before. A good fit to
level positions in the two mirror nuclei was then achieve
~The reason why Fortuneet al. @13# did not get the right
positions of the levels in their calculations is the use of
conventional radius parameter.! The shape of the excitation
function obtained with the large radius potential is about th
same for thes andp states but yields a larger width for the
d state. Taking the potential with the large radius, we obta
the SF’s for the unstable states in the11N nucleus by com-
paring with the experimental widths~Table I!.

Table II gives the calculated level energies in11Be for
both sets of parameters used. One still observes an overb
ing of the 0p1/2 level. This can be understood as an indica
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tion of a more pure single-particle character of this sta
compared to the 1s1/2 and 0d5/2 states.

Part of the level schemes for11Be and11N are shown in
Fig. 4. One notes that both the 1/21 ground state and the
assumed 3/22 state are shifted downward in energy relativ
to the 5/21 state. The larger shift is found for the 3/22 state.
An explanation for this might be that the structure of th
level is a hole in the 0p3/2 shell with two particles in the
1s1/2 state. Experimentally, this is supported by the narro
width and the large cross section for the9Be(t,p) reaction
@4#. Based on this assumption, we should get a relative sh
which is twice as big as for the ground state. This is in go
agreement with our observation. A study of this state is
interesting challenge for the future.

In conclusion, we have been able to identify the low
energy states in the unbound nucleus11N. The experimental
data made the assignments of the quantum characteristic
the three lowest states possible. These states have sim
structure as the ground state and the two first excited state

TABLE II. Levels in 11Be ~MeV!.

Level Calculated Calculated
Ip Experimental (r 051.4 fm! (r 051.2 fm!

1/21 0 -0.016 -0.146
1/22 0.320 0.134 -0.086
5/21 1.779 1.81 1.464
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11Be. In our comparisons of the level positions, we need
assume that both nuclei have a large radius of the comm
potential. The SF’s obtained for the three lowest states a
found to be large which suggests a10C1p-like structure of
the resonance states.
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financial support from the European Community under Co
tract No. CHGE-CT94-0056~Human Capital and Mobility,
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FIG. 4. The lowest energy levels for11Be and11N.
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